Algebra I Enriched Chapter 8

Multiple Choice
Identify the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

Simplify. Assume that no denominator is equal to zero.
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Express the number in scientific notation.
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Evaluate. Express the result in scientific notation.
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Find the degree of the polynomial.
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Arrange the terms of the polynomial so that the powers of x are in descending order.
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Find the sum or difference.
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Solve the equation.
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Find the product.
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Algebra I Enriched Chapter 8
Answer Section

MULTIPLE CHOICE

	1.	ANS:	D
When multiplying and the base is the same, add exponents.

DIF:	Basic	OBJ:	8-1.1 Multiply monomials.	STO:	OH MP
TOP:	Multiply monomials		KEY:	Monomials, Multiplication
MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-1		
NOT:	/A/ When multiplying and the base is the same do you multiply exponents? /B/ Do the same for both variables. /C/ Do the same for both variables./D/ Correct! 

	2.	ANS:	B
Multiply the number times itself the number of times of the power outside the parentheses. If a variable with an exponent has a power, the exponents are multiplied.

DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-1.2 Simplify expressions involving powers of monomials.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Simplify expressions involving powers of monomials
KEY:	Monomials, Simplify Expressions, Powers		MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-1
NOT:	/A/ Multiply the number times itself, not times the power. Multiply powers./B/ Correct! /C/ When a power has a power, multiply the exponents! /D/ Multiply the number times itself the power number of times. 

	3.	ANS:	D
When a power has a power, multiply the exponents. To divide two powers that have the same base, subtract the exponents.

DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-2.1 Simplify expressions involving the quotient of monomials.
STO:	OH PFA 12, OH PFA 11	TOP:	Simplify expressions involving the quotient of monomials
KEY:	Monomials, Simplify Expressions, Quotients	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-2
NOT:	/A/ When subtracting bottom exponent from top, if bottom is bigger it stays on the bottom./B/ Don't forget that 2 has a power! /C/ When a power has a power, multiply exponents. /D/ Correct! 

	4.	ANS:	C
When the power is negative, invert the fraction, then multiply exponents and subtract bottom exponent from top exponent.

DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-2.2 Simplify expressions containing negative exponents.
STO:	OH PFA 12, OH PFA 11	TOP:	Simplify expressions containing negative exponents
KEY:	Simplify Expressions, Negative Exponents		MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-2
NOT:	/A/ Subtract bottom exponent from top exponent. If exponent is negative, power goes on bottom./B/ When you invert, the answer doesn't become negative. /C/ Correct! /D/ Did you forget to invert? 

	5.	ANS:	A
The number must be greater that or equal to 1 and less than 10 so move the decimal point to the left until that happens. Add the number of times you moved the decimal point to the left (2) to the exponent.

DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-3.1 Express numbers in scientific notation.
STO:	OH PFA 12	TOP:	Express numbers in scientific notation	
KEY:	Scientific Notation, Express Numbers		MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-3
NOT:	/A/ Correct! /B/ The number must be greater that or equal to 1 and less that 10. /C/ The number must be greater than or equal to 1 and less than 10. /D/ Add the number of times you moved the decimal to the negative exponent.

	6.	ANS:	D
Multiply the numbers and add the exponents. Move the decimal to the left so the number is greater than or equal to 1 and less than 10. For each move, add 1 to the exponent.

DIF:	Basic	OBJ:	8-3.3 Find products of numbers expressed in scientific notation.
STO:	OH NSO	TOP:	Find products of numbers expressed in scientific notation
KEY:	Scientific Notation, Products of Numbers		MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-3
NOT:	/A/ The scientific number must be greater that or equal to 1 and less than 10./B/ When you make the scientific number smaller, you must make the power larger. /C/ The scientific number must be greater that or equal to 1 and less than 10. /D/ Correct! 

	7.	ANS:	C
Divide the numbers and subtract the exponents. Move the decimal so the number is greater than or equal to 1 and less than 10. For each move to the left, add 1 to the exponent. For each move to the right, subtract 1 from the exponent.

DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-3.4 Find quotients of numbers expressed in scientific notation.
STO:	OH NSO	TOP:	Find quotients of numbers expressed in scientific notation
KEY:	Scientific Notation, Quotients of Numbers		MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-3
NOT:	/A/ The scientific number must be greater than or equal to 1 and less than 10. If so, subtract the bottom exponent from the top exponent. /B/ The scientific number must be greater than or equal to 1 and less than 10./C/ Correct! /D/ The scientific number must be greater than or equal to 1 and less than 10. If so, subtract the bottom exponent from the top exponent. 

	8.	ANS:	C
Add the exponents of the variables for each monomial. The degree of the polynomial is the highest degree of any of its monomials.

DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-4.1 Find the degree of a polynomial.	
STO:	OH NSO	TOP:	Find the degree of a polynomial	KEY:	Polynomials, Degree of Polynomial
MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-4		
NOT:	/A/ Add exponents of each monomial, not each exponent in like variables./B/ Add the exponents of all 3 monomials. /C/ Correct! /D/ Only add the exponents of the variables. 	

	9.	ANS:	D
The monomial with the highest power of x comes first. Then the second highest, and so on. The powers of y make no difference.

DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-4.2 Arrange the terms of a polynomial in ascending or descending order.
STO:	OH PFA	TOP:	Arrange the terms of a polynomial in ascending or descending order
KEY:	Polynomials, Arrange Terms	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-4	
NOT:	/A/ Be careful with your signs. /B/ If the base is not in the monomial, remember it is considered to be the zero power./C/ Ascending order. /D/ Correct! 	

	10.	ANS:	B
Group like terms together and then add like terms. The exponent stays the same.

DIF:	Basic	OBJ:	8-5.1 Add polynomials.	STO:	OH PFA
TOP:	Add polynomials		KEY:	Polynomials, Add Polynomials
MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-5		
NOT:	/A/ Group like terms together. /B/ Correct! /C/ Be careful with your signs. /D/ Be careful with your signs.

	11.	ANS:	C
Group like terms together. Subtract like terms, making sure that you subtract negatives (add). The power stays the same.

DIF:	Basic	OBJ:	8-5.2 Subtract polynomials.	STO:	OH PFA 11
TOP:	Subtract polynomials		KEY:	Polynomials, Subtract Polynomials
MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-5		
NOT:	/A/ Be careful with your signs./B/ The single digit monomial had a minus in front of it. /C/ Correct! /D/ You are subtracting a negative. 

	12.	ANS:	D
Group like terms together. Subtract like terms, making sure you subtract negatives (add). The power stays the same.

DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-5.2 Subtract polynomials.	STO:	OH PFA 11
TOP:	Subtract polynomials		KEY:	Polynomials, Subtract Polynomials
MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-5		
NOT:	/A/ Be careful with your signs. /B/ Be careful with your signs./C/ Be careful with your signs. /D/ Correct! 

	13.	ANS:	D
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DIF:	Basic	OBJ:	8-6.2 Solve equations involving polynomials.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Solve equations involving polynomials	
KEY:	Polynomials, Solve Equations	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-6	
NOT:	/A/ Be careful subtracting 12 from both sides. /B/ Subtract 10x from both sides. /C/ Multiply the number outside the parentheses by EACH monomial inside. /D/ Correct!	

	14.	ANS:	B
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-6.2 Solve equations involving polynomials.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Solve equations involving polynomials	
KEY:	Polynomials, Solve Equations	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-6	
NOT:	/A/ Multiply both monomials in the parentheses by what is on the outside. /B/ Correct! /C/ Don't multiply what is added after the parentheses. /D/ Don't forget to square p!	

	15.	ANS:	A
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-6.2 Solve equations involving polynomials.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Solve equations involving polynomials	
KEY:	Polynomials, Solve Equations	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-6	
NOT:	/A/ Correct! /B/ Multiply both monomials in the parentheses by what is on the outside. /C/ Don't multiply what is added after the parentheses. /D/ Multiply both monomials in the parentheses by what is on the outside and don't multiply what is added after the parentheses.		

	16.	ANS:	C
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-6.2 Solve equations involving polynomials.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Solve equations involving polynomials	
KEY:	Polynomials, Solve Equations	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-6	
NOT:	/A/ Watch your signs. /B/ Multiply both monomials in the parentheses by what is on the outside. /C/ Correct! /D/ Multiply both monomials in the parentheses by what is on the outside and watch your signs.

	17.	ANS:	B
Multiply the monomial number by the first monomial number in the polynomial. Add the exponents that have the same base. Repeat for the second and third monomials in the polynomial, remembering that if the base is not there, it is considered to be the zero power.

DIF:	Basic	OBJ:	8-6.1 Find the product of a monomial and a polynomial.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Find the product of a monomial and a polynomial
KEY:	Monomials, Polynomials, Products			MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-6
NOT:	/A/ When multiplying variables with like bases, add the exponents. /B/ Correct! /C/ Remember that even though the base s is not in the third monomial of the polynomial, it is considered to be the zero power./D/ Remember you are multiplying by a negative. 

	18.	ANS:	D
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DIF:	Basic	OBJ:	8-7.1 Multiply two binomials by using the FOIL method.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Multiply two binomials by using the FOIL method
KEY:	Multiply Binomials, FOIL Method	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-7	
NOT:	/A/ Use the FOIL method./B/ Watch your signs. /C/ Use the FOIL method. /D/ Correct! 

	19.	ANS:	B
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-7.1 Multiply two binomials by using the FOIL method.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Multiply two binomials by using the FOIL method
KEY:	Multiply Binomials, FOIL Method	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-7	
NOT:	/A/ Use the FOIL method./B/ Correct! /C/ Use the FOIL method. /D/ Watch your signs. 

	20.	ANS:	B
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-7.2 Multiply two polynomials by using the Distributive Property.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Multiply two polynomials by using the Distributive Property
KEY:	Multiply Polynomials, Distributive Property	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-7
NOT:	/A/ Multiply each number in the binomial by each number in the polynomial, adding exponents. Then add numbers of like powers. /B/ Correct! /C/ Watch your signs. /D/ Multiply each number in the binomial by each number in the polynomial, adding exponents. Then add numbers of like powers.

	21.	ANS:	B
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-7.2 Multiply two polynomials by using the Distributive Property.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Multiply two polynomials by using the Distributive Property
KEY:	Multiply Polynomials, Distributive Property	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-7
NOT:	/A/ Multiply each number in the first polynomial by each number in the second polynomial, adding exponents. Then add numbers of like powers. /B/ Correct! /C/ Multiply each number in the first polynomial by each number in the second polynomial, adding exponents. Then add numbers of like powers./D/ Watch your signs. 

	22.	ANS:	A
Find the product using the square of a sum pattern.
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DIF:	Basic	OBJ:	8-8.1 Find the squares of sums.	STO:	OH PFA 11
TOP:	Find the squares of sums	KEY:	Multiply Binomials, Squares of Sums
MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-8		
NOT:	/A/ Correct! /B/ (a + b) squared = a squared + 2ab + b squared. /C/ (a + b) squared = a squared + 2ab + b squared. /D/ Don't add. Multiply.

	23.	ANS:	A
Find the product using the square of a difference pattern.
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-8.2 Find the squares of differences.	
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Find the squares of differences	
KEY:	Multiply Binomials, Squares of Differences		MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-8
NOT:	/A/ Correct! /B/ (a – b) squared = a squared – 2ab + b squared. /C/ Watch your signs./D/ (a – b) squared = a squared – 2ab + b squared. 

	24.	ANS:	B
Find the product using the square of a sum and a difference.
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-8.3 Find the squares of a sum and a difference.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Find the squares of a sum and a difference	
KEY:	Multiply Binomials, Squares of Sum and Difference	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-8
NOT:	/A/ (a + b)(a –-b) = a squared –-b squared. /B/ Correct! /C/ Watch your signs./D/ Don't add, multiply. 

	25.	ANS:	A
Find the product using the square of a sum and a difference.
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DIF:	Average	OBJ:	8-8.3 Find the squares of a sum and a difference.
STO:	OH PFA 11	TOP:	Find the squares of a sum and a difference	
KEY:	Multiply Binomials, Squares of Sum and Difference	MSC:	1998 Lesson 9-8
NOT:	/A/ Correct! /B/ (a + b)(a –-b) = a squared – b squared. /C/ Don't add, multiply. /D/ Watch your signs.

